
A Case Study

More green for a sustainability 
software provider

Scope 5 grew sales 30 percent and increased pipeline 21 percent with outsourced 
sales development, proving purpose and pro�t can lead to sustainable success. 
   



Being a market leader in sustainability software and consulting 
services has always been important to Seattle-based software 
company, Scope 5. But the company struggled to expand sales to 
current customers as well as add new logos too.

Recognizing that adjustments to sales staffing and internal operations 
was unlikely to have a different outcome, the company turned to an 
outsourced sales specialist for help.

The results of this decision were significant. With RaaStr Revenue as a 
Service™, Scope 5 increased sales 30 percent year over year. Higher 
revenue renewal rates, net new customer adds, and more add-on 
consulting services drove the gains.

Challenge
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Before turning to outsourced sales, Scope 5 followed the typical sales 
operations script: hiring and managing a small internal sales team. 
While early conversations with prospects were always “great,” seldom 
did leads convert real opportunities. Sales plans were created, then 
missed repeatedly. 

According to CEO Yoram Bernet, three obstacles were holding back 
Scope 5’s growth:

There was no disciplined sales process with clear guidance for what to 
do, when to do it, and how it should be done.

The company was spending scarce resources working over existing 
“leads” and “opportunities” rather than �lling the pipeline with new 
prospects.

Scope 5 did not have a consistent process for creating and applying a 
close plan in order to win the decision.

RaaStr saved us from the complexity of having to manage 
sales operations ourselves. Now we have more time to focus 
on what makes us special: product development, sustainability 
expertise, and customer success.

-Scope 5 CEO Yoram Bernet
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Solution

CEO Yoram Bernet decided a new approach was necessary. The company 
engaged RaaStr to stand up a modern sales process with dedicated outsourced 
sales specialists to replace the internal sales operation.

The foundation of the custom-built managed service is a sales playbook. The 
playbook describes critical components of the sales process like ideal customer 
pro�le, buyer persona, messaging, script guidance, objection handling, 
quali�cation, opportunity management, win/loss analysis, and links to sales aids.

Surrounding this process are key critical success factors like continuous 
coaching and training, live dashboards, sales tech stack, weekly huddles to 
analyze results and adjust execution, and account management.

Results

The results speak for themselves. Sales growth was 30 percent year over year. 
The quality of the sales pipeline has increased. So did the value - by 21 percent. 
With the application of new quali�cation criteria, the sales cycle was cut by 
one-third.

Conclusion

Scope 5 achieved sustainable, predictable results using sales as a 
managed service to increase revenue. In summarizing the business 
impact, Yoram Bernet said, “We should have moved to an 
outsourced sales model sooner because the results we are seeing 
have never been better.”

Go to Market Intelligently with Revenue as a Service™.
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